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HR 8799. 4 planets. Keck Observatory, Hawaii 
8 Frames, 7 years, interpolated movie.



Kepler vs. Ground-based Discoveries



A few Kepler findings…
Number of small 
planets exceeds 
number of large 
planets.

Planets are more 
common further 
away from the host 
star.

Cooler stars appear 
to have more planets 
than hot ones.
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715-at-once Kepler Planets
All are multi-planet systems
Many orbit multiple stars

Kepler-132: A Binary With Both Stars Possessing Transiting Planets

Kepler-296: Two Small Stars With a Total of Five Transiting Planets

The Kepler-90: A Seven-Planet System





And then, tragedy struck…







Kepler ‘K2’ mission, late 2014-present  
How to keep 3D-stable with two gyros

Angle of Sun changes during year, so Kepler is designed to now drift 
its FOV slowly across the sky.  Photometric accuracy is degraded: 
science will be primarily supernovas, variable stars, asteroids — 
more than transits.



How do we define an ‘Earth-like Planet?’



Earth Similarity Index

This is a pretty arbitrary definition! Doesn’t include 
composition, atmosphere, spectrum, age, history, etc.

 
And, density must be estimated for radial velocity planets.



ESI for Some Exoplanets

(from radius and density)
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Gliese 581 g
An Earth-like planet… maybe?

• Discovered (?) 2010 by radial velocity

• One of six+ planets around Gliese 581?

• Its existence is subject to substantial debate!

• Discovery not retracted… but in doubt.

• d = 22 ly (89th closest star to Earth)

Planets d, f, and g “have subsequently been shown 
to be the result of stellar activity mimicking the 
radial velocity variations due to orbiting planets.”





Paper is on course website (PDF)
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And one more close one to us…

Paper is on course website (PDF)



Can we Travel to Proxima Centauri?
Even at the speed of New Horizons (fastest spacecraft 
ever launched, and > vesc), it would take 50,000 years to 
get there. But maybe in the future if we go super, super-
small….??

StarChip spacecraft, few grams, concept only.  
Use photon energy, not chemical energy. 

“Photon pressure from a gigawatt laser array can accelerate a 
light 1-meter sail to the distance of Pluto in 3 days…”



Can we Travel to Proxima Centauri?
Even at the speed of New Horizons (fastest spacecraft 
ever launched, and > vesc), it would take 50,000 years to 
get there.

But maybe in the future if we go super, super-small….??

Paper is on course website (PDF) 
(Caution: this is legit physics, but very far beyond methods used now)


